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SOYBEAN 

SOYBEAN SEED TREATMENT -Fungicide treatment 
of soybeans is not common nor has it been widely used in 
Minnesota. Past production practices, including high quality 
seed, well prepared seed site and good seed/soil contact in a 
warm soil at the proper depth, tended to reduce seedling 
problems. The drive to plant early to maximize yield poten
tial has also increased the need for fungicide seed treatments. 
In the past, fungicide seed treatments were recommended 
only when seed had poor quality due to a fungal infection/ 
Downy Mildew, Phomopsis, etc., or you were planting a 
Phytophthora Root Rot (PRR) susceptible variety into a field 
with a history of PRR problems. Then the earlier planting 
and heavy residue situations developed, creating the 3rd 
condition that caused me to recommend soybean fungicide 
treatment. 

The soil factors that are important in high residue soil 
ite or conservation tillage systems are: 1) Cooler soil. The 
wf ace residue reduces soil warm up speed. Early planting 
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in these soils will be at a disadvantage--eo pared to conven
tional till soils. Lower temperature will slow germination 
and can result in less vigorous seedlings which can't com
pete as well. 2) Wetter soil. Residue tends to increase soil 
moisture levels. This is not a benefit in the seedling stage, but 
can be in other growth periods. 3) Seed soil contactlimited. 
Seed placement and proper seed soil contact in reduced 
tillage systems can be negatively affected by undecayed 
residue. This residue may also provide for greater survival of 
pathogens which infect seedling plants. 

Therefore the 3rd reason for soybean seed treatment is 
directed at those who plant early, in narrow rows, with 
reduced tillage. They should continue to use high quality 
seed (high germination rates, good scores from stress testing 
or accelerated aging) and seed treatment applied by a 
commercial applicator. 

Ward C. Stienstra 
Extension Plant Patlwlogist 

For more information regarding the Plant Pest Newsletter 
contact Extension Plant Pathology at 612-625-6290 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

Correction: 

Below 1s the corrected version of the Quick Guide to Small Grain Seed Treatment Fungicides, originally found in the April 
15, 1994 issue of Plant Pest Newslener. Please note the following changes: the classification of systemic fungicide refers 
to Imaza.lil, not Mancozeb, and Maneb is designated as protective against barley covered smuts. The editor apologizes. 

Fungicide Chemical Name 

Maneb Disease Captan Carboxin 
(S)* 

lmazalil Mancozeb PCNB<1> Thiram TBZ<2> 

(S) (S) 

Wheat/barley 
loose smuts +** 

Barley 
covered 
smuts + + + + + + 

Seedling 
blights + + + + + + + + 

Common 
root rot + 

Source: Seed Treatment for Disease Control. Extension Bulletin PP-447, 1993, North Dakota State University, 
Fargo, ND 

+**=activity against disease 
(S)* =systemic fungicide 
t1i PCNB = pentachloronitrobenze 
<2> TBZ = thiabendazole 

POTATO AND CORN GROWERS PLANTBACK RE
STRICTIONS - The Plantback restriction for Corn fol
lowing a Ridomil MZ58 was 12 months because EPA 
cancelled the Minnesota State Label September 1993. The 
new ruling this week allows a nine month plantback in 
Minnesota. Potato fields treated with Ridomil MZ58 can be 
planted to corn if nine months separate the application of the 

CLINIC REPORTS 

DIAL U 

County Agents: Please Alert 
Master Gardeners of the Following Items 

Iris leaf spot-Cool wet weather the last two years has 
favored the development of leaf spot diseases on iris. Elon
gate light brown pots form on the leaves, and eventually the 
entire leaf dies back. This reduces the vigor of the plant and 
fewer blo soms are produced in following years. Gently 
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fungicide and planting corn. A supplemental label with this 
information must be in your possession when planting corn 
in 1994 in fields treated with Ridomil MZ58 in 1993. 
Contact the local Ciba sales reprepresentative for additional 
information and required paper work. 

Ward C. Stienstra 
Extension Plant Pathologist 

remove all debris around the plants as soon as possible this 
spring and avoid wetting the foliage when watering the 
garden. Application of a fungicide such as chlorothalonil 
(sold as Daconil 2787) may be necessary if this is another wet 
season. 

DON'T PRUNE OAKS NOW-WAIT UNTIL JUL V 

Cedar-apple galls on junipers (red cedar) will ooze out 
bright orange tendrils during wet periods this spring. The 
brown to gray galls are 114 to 1 inch in diameter and the 
tendrils may be an inch or longer. The tendrils are columns 



of spores which are windblown to apple hosts including 
apple, crabapple, hawthome, juneberry, and mountain ash 
where they cause pink to orange to yellow leaf spots. On the 
bottom side of these brightly colored leaf spots are clusters 
of short to long tubes which release spores which infect only 
the juniper. The disease is called cedar-apple rust and can be 
prevented on apple hosts by applying a fungicide with the 
active ingredientferbam ortriforine (often sold as Funginex) 
from green tip through petal fall. Damage to junipers is 
minimal and no control is recommended. However, removal 
of the galls will prevent infection of the apple hosts in the 
neighborhood. 

Dial U is getting lots of calls on roses. People are 
finding die-back on many rose canes, once they've uncov
ered them. This is also true of the hardy shrub roses that 
shouldn't need any special winter protection, due, no doubt, 
to our extremely low temperatures last winter. 

In the Twin Cities area, rose buds are swelling and 
beginning to open, showing clearly which canes are alive and 
how far back they may be damaged. Prune out any dark or 
shrivelled dead stems, leaving only living canes. Then 
fertilize and water the rose to encourage new growth. 

If you grow hybrid teas or other grafted roses, check to 
make sure there is living tissue above the graft union, the 
"bulge" at the base of the stem where the desired rose was 
grafted to special rootstock. If everything has died above the 
graft, dig up the plant and replace it. Growth from the 
rootstock will be fast and vigorous, but has insignificant 
flowers and only blooms on year old wood. 

Browning on evergreen shrubs such as juniper, arbor
vitae and yew seems to become apparent each year at this 
time. Yews are particularly vulnerable when planted in a 
location that receives a fair amount of sunlight in winter. 
Wait to prune these plants until late May or June, when new 
growth will be quite obvious. 

If your evergreens are badly misshapen due to the need 
for heavy pruning, give some thought to replacing them 
rather than struggling with ugly plants for years. You might 
find something more appropriate for the location, which 
could cut down on injury in future years. 

Besides lawn fertilization (see last week's Dial U col
umn in Plant Pest Newsletter), we're getting questions on 
fertilizing trees and shrubs, fruit and flowers. The sooner you 
fertilize trees and shrubs, the better. Ideally, you want those 
nutrients to be available as the plants start leafing out in 
spring. 

Not all trees and shrubs require regular fertilizing, 
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especially if they are growing in reasonabl g od s ti r arc 
located in a lawn that' fertilized once 
(Fertilizer filters down into the tree roo 
grass.) 

There's not quite uch a ru h with mall fruit(. tra\' ber
ries, raspberries, grape , blueberrie ) or flowering perenni
als, but May is a good time to feniltz them, if po 1ble. The 
should be fed annually to en ure producttv11 

Flowering perennials such as daylilies, hosta, 
mums and others may be divided now, JU t as they're 
beginning to grow. Replant them immediately, and water 
themtosettlethesoil. Unles you'vedividedtheminto mall 
pieces, they'll probably bloom this year. 

Carpenter ant swarms have been common lately due to 
the warm weather we experienced Apr 16-18. The e winged 
ants are the reproductives of the colony, i.e. the new queens 
and males. They fly out of the nest and mate. Male die 
shortly afterwards, and queens fly off in search of place to 
begin a new nest. Carpenter ant swarms generally occur 
between April and June. 

When people find a carpenter ant swarm in their home, 
that confirms that a nest exists in the building. People 
fortunate enough to see where the ants are flying from, can 
pinpoint the nest's location. If not, they sti 11 can narrow done 
the likely areas where carpenter ants may be nesting. Also 
look for signs of coarse sawdust, large numbers of ants 
(20 or more), and the presence of moisture-damage wood to 
help locate a carpenter ant nest. Nest detection is important 
since the most effective, permanent control for carpenter ants 
is to locate and directly treat the nest. See F0-1015, 
Carpenter Ants. 

Insect galls-What should people who had these prob
lems last year (especially maple bladder galls) do this year? 
For the most part, the answer is "nothing." Galls are rarely 
anything more than a cosmetic problem. They normally are 
not severe problems more than one or two years at a time. 

However, if the problem was very severe last year on a 
recently transplanted tree or shrub, an unhealthy, stressed 
one, on an evergreen, or the cosmetic damage can not be 
tolerated, then control may be warranted. Treatments gener
ally are applied as the leaves are coming out so control is still 
possible this year. However once the galls appear, then it is 
too late. The timing and insecticide options can vary depend
ing on which gall is present. For more information on galls 
and control suggestions see FS-1009, Plant Galls and 
F0-0704, Insecticide Suggestions to Control Tree and Shrub 
Insects. 



DIAL-U/Continued 

New Fact Sheet-What To Do About Houselwld Ants, 
FO- J 066-C, is scheduled to be available in the Distribution 
Center (20 Coffey Hall, 1420 Eckles, St. Paul, MN 55108) 
on Monday. April 25. This publication replaces What to do 
about Ants, FS-1006 (all copies of this should be discarded). 
What To Do About Houselwld Ants discusses general biol
ogy, life cycle, anatomy, and control of ants. It then gives 
specific informatton on the ten most common household 
ants pecies, discussing how to identify them, their biology 
and control. We are fortunate to receive this sheet now as the 
ant season is just beginning. 

Woodpeckers peck at wood for three main reasons: to 
make a nest or roost, to signal other woodpeckers, and to feed 
on msects under bark or wood. Several tactics may be used 
to discourage woodpeckers from damaging your house. 

Plug and camouflage existing holes with caulk, floral clay or 
similar material. Display visual repellents such as hanging 
pie pans, hanging aluminum foil streamers 2" wide by 3' 
long, and hawk-in-flight silhouettes from eaves or on win
dows. Create sound repellents such as banging pans or wind 
chimes. A good squirt from a water hose may also work when 
used with persistence. 

Other common calls: crabgrass prevention (it's too early 
in most places; check last week's column), transplanting 
trees and shrubs. 

Cynthia Ash 
Plant Patlwlogy 

Jeff Hahn 
Entomology 

Deborah Brown 
Horticulture 

Julie Wermerskirchen 
Wildlife 

The Information given In this publication Is for educational purposes only. References to commercial products or trade names is made 
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